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Was The Hindu Temple of Sri Parasurameswar (Bhubaneswar-India) 

Properly Conserved by The Britisher Mr. M H Arnott  (c.1903) ? 

DEEPAK BHATTACHARYA AND SANATAN VIGYAAN 

Abstract 

The temple of Sri Parasurameswar, Bhubaneswar is ornate, the best preserved, ASI 

managed load structure monument dated to c.650A.D, and is a vijaya prasada (victory 

monument). It had fallen into disuse and dilapidation in spite of its premier position.  With the 

onset of independence oriented revolts pan India, this shrine was shortlisted for conservation. 

The work done seems to be good and durable. Very little is known regarding the back drop and 

specially about the men & materials used. This study seeks to throw some light onto numerous 

associated aspects. Scientific validation is made. The work seems to be good. Multi-disciplinary 

in model, heuristic & pedagogic in parts as it seeks to invite the attention of the young and the 

enterprising  1
st
 time work.

Key Words:  Parasurameswar-c 650A.D.; Victory Pillar; Sanatan Vigyan; Vedic Vigyan; Odisa 

Revolts & Rebellions; First Odisa Monument Conservation; Mr. M H Arnott; Sir John 

Woodburn; Indonesia Quake. 

Background & Introduction 

The Parasurameswar temple is located beside Kedar Gouri road, Bhubaneswar (20.2961° 

N, 85.8245° E), Odisha India (Bhattacharya & Naik, 2006). It is the best preserved load structure 

specimen of the earliest cognate group of the Kalingan curvilinear type of architecture & 

engineering (Bhattacharya, 2006).  It was built by Madhvaraja-II (c.615-55 A.D.)  of the 

Sailodbhava dynasty. This is the candidate of this communication.  Sasanka (nebulous cum 
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vehement sovereign of Bihar-Bengal region C.7
th

 A.D.) was an infantry man. Madhvaraja was

his Mahasamanta (great ally) cum the sovereign of Kongada alias Kalinga kingdom. He 

contributed the heavy armour in the form of war trained tusker. Kalinga‟s war tuskers were 

always considered the very best (Gupta, 1982).  Between the period c.635-642/43 the twine 

Saivas (Hindu major sub sect) as a united force went around the sub-continent to demolish-

discrete-devastate-&-destroy Hinayana, Vaishnava & other sub-sect, powers and their vestiges.  

Hence, the present shrine of Sri Parasurameswar is a victory pillar (completed in c. 650 AD 

almost 7 years post Sasank‟s demise). It includes an peerless rendition of Tandava by Natarja & 

his aksics as accompanists (Bhattacharya-Naik & Mahapatra, 2008); Astro Navigation 

(Bhattacharya & Naik, 2008; 2008); the then best of Sciences & Technology – The Vernier 

Compass (Bhattacharya, 2015); Archaeometry load and structure engineering (Bhattacharya & 

Naik, 2008); Erotics (Bhattacharya, 2008); health sciences (Bhattacharya, 2009); hieroglyphics 

of divine nuptial ancient lore & rare iconographs (Bhattacharya, 2008). Thus, it celebrates 

Sasanka-Sailodbhava period-society‟s inter-alia c.7
th

 A.D., India‟s successes via talkative murals

& motifs embellished all over. It is a raj-dutta-kirti (state sponsored structure) being officially 

credited to Madhav Raja. He had assumed the title of „Sakala-Kalingadhipati‘ (lord of the whole 

of Kalinga).  Assumption of such title apportions importance to this structure. Worldwide, 

historically, archaeology as evidence has culturally-academically been associated with 

coronation of emperors, sanguinary battles and or never before like victories and annexations 

thereof.  We are trying to find reasons to ratify the realm (caption). 

On datum c.650 A.D., Pulakesin II (Karnataka-Chalukya), Harsha, his brother 

Rajyavardhan (N. and C. India) and the nebulous Sasanka  (Bihar-Bengal) et.al., had all demised.  

The whole of the Indian sub-continent had only two notable sovereigns (i) the vaishnava, 
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Narasimhavarman alias „mamala‘ (Lion) of the Pallava (Florentine) dynasty who had survived 

Chalukyan onslaught due the effective military intervention of Sasanka-Sailodbhaba combine, 

the then political power of the territories on the right bank of river Godavari (W-to-E flow) and 

the (ii) Saiva „Sakala-Kalingadhipati‘ the then political power of the territories on the left bank.  

From the above averments of known history between the two the northern component (L bank) 

was solely capable of projection of might pan India. Thus the Kalingadhipati was „Maharaja‟ 

(emperor) and his built structure begs attention.  In relation to our caption, as a candidate for 

periodic public conservation this structure stands in the fore-front. Logical.  

The known position (between c.1850-1900) is that, this structure (as alike others India 

wide) had experienced wanton denudation inflicted by merciless tropical times; severe 

earthquake (note-i) political & societal neglects (caption‟s crux matter). Any state sponsored 

structure is an expensive member. Even mere annual up-keep necessitates public funds. And, 

India administration until c.1857 was re-posted in the hands of  Euro traders and their men, 

attrition creators and historically pan globally also well known as scrooges & ruthless agents. 

Thus, our attention is drawn to the efforts made by the ensuing altruistic British dominion power 

via the aegis of one Mr. M. H. Arnot (produced below); the 1
st
 that as a record has come down to 

us (elusive until this transaction).  The moot question that then arises (in scholarly minds) as to 

whether there was gross alteration done due resource personnel frailties; gadgetry inadequacies; 

haste and or deliberate waist? 

The trader-agent combine alias The East India Company (EIC) in its pursuit of  

expanding global market share had used every trick in the book (Auber,1826) and being English 

posited as polite so much so that it ensured (century scale) not to be seen as to what it was 

indulging in (Jones,2012).  Transactions enough indicate that asset value wise EIC members 
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were way up as compared to elected British MPs and even lifelong Lords (supporting info).  The 

EIC‟s detractors and destabilizers were all over mainland Europe (land; lance; literati wise were 

more resourceful).  In sub-continent India the EIC‟s formidable foes were the Brahmins (Hindu 

scholars).  They were immensely erudite, intelligent, stepped not out into the mid-day sun, stern 

towards self and bounded by self-imposed limitations and (yet) abhorred anything Occident until 

c.1900.  (opp., traits, thought & life style of the India Cabinet Secretaries & down-line minions 

since 1980; intently focused on Pay Commission conserved bounties (Bhattacharya, 2014; 

Bhattacharya & Bhattacharya, 2019).  History repeats? (Supporting info for topical equity).  

Appreciation of the indo-oriental classics by the Europeans (in general) and reciprocal 

acceptance of the Englishman by the natives in particular as being learned (possibly at par) 

germinated with the efforts of the civil servant cum puisne judge (Supreme Court, Calcutta) Sir 

William Jones (c.1746-94) and accelerated due the Orientalists Sir Monier Williams KCIE 

(c.1819-99) and Friedrich Max Müller (c. 1823 – 1900), et.al., (James Sterling precedes). 

Institution building commenced in more right earnest. The British administration‟s indological 

efforts viz., The Asiatic Society c.1784 (Asiatic Society, 2018) and more specially a focus 

towards Odisa may be traced to the then governor-general (Dominion period, post 1857 revolt).  

Lord Mayo's (c.1822-72) question of dt. 30/5/1871 of whether the Indian Muslims are "bound by 

their religion to rebel against the Queen"? (Ali, 1980).  It was followed by Mayo‟s murder by 

Sher Ali Afridi (Wikipedia, 2018) while Mayo was on tour duty.  Erstwhile heart land i.e., 

historical mighty Kalinga (Bhattacharya, 2015) Odisa of present times was thence a Hindu state, 

resourceful (Mukherjee, 1964) and also belligerent & recalcitrant.  And, Puri (the abode) the pan 

global apex Hindu pilgrim centre was therein.  It was the choice best sanctuary for soldiers of the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Governor-General_of_India
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disbanded Bengal Native Infantry (BNI) including mussalmaans. A stitch in time was the need! 

Mainland Europeans of c.17
th

 A.D., spelt Odisa as Orixa (Bhattacharya,2017).   

Initially, of need the EIC had to divide the natives of the sub-continent on sub-population 

group basis.  For such ends the native Muslims had come in handy.  After the fall\guillous take-

over of Awadh (c.1816) the native Muslims found ground to join forces with the belligerent 

Hindu commoner, the ever recalcitrant Brahmins and the groups & guilds which all had lost 

hereditary hegemony and or were a law to themselves (including law less ones).  One after 

another uprisings & revolts followed through to the great one of c.1857 (IHC, 2010).  So much 

so, that the earliest investment in arms i.e., the BNI had to be disbanded, most members being 

either rounded up or being executed (a rare instance in the history of British arms that was 

peerlessly so very chivalrous). Groundswell was against the British and it was time for re-

alignment of forces (fall guy as the neo friend i.e., summersault alias need based political 

trapeze).  All this was & remains as strategic geo-political-administrative practices based on the 

well-known principles of „divide & rule‟ and or „tear off  to shear apart‟ and or  „lay off to loot  

all‟.   Sans such maxims history would have been Jurassic.  

With the assumption of India-reins by the British crown, the gentlemen, the educated, the 

concerned and specially the fat paid, non-working, luxuriant executives (one line order givers) in 

the Bengal Presidency fanned out.  Even the aging Lt. Governor of  Bengal, Sir John Woodburn 

(1898-1902) who by comparative the then times and peer group-wise undertook  the  swiftest, 

smartest tour of Odisa the nearest Hindu sanctuary i.e., around c. 1898.  A forced deft move that 

yielded good for all stake holders till present.  Lord Mayo who was altruistic with reforms galore 

(specially education) was on & often on the move is noteworthy in context.  Undoubtedly, force 

majeure was for Arnott stimulus also (cascade effect). However, bureaucracy & technocracy 
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incessantly foul each other. When in tandem, terminate tardy and come good e.g., Odisa heritage 

conservation work 1903; 1997-incontinuum.  Bureaucracy is the maid, mid-wife and house wife 

of democracy. Democratic bureaucracy came to India with the Crown (c.1860, supporting info.).  

The EIC were mere traders.  Paganic religious heritage structure conservation in the remote of 

the rural (the then wild) had to be out of bounds of any trade agenda. Logical.  Hence, Arnott  

(rightly) ascribes the credit to Sir Woodburn (his pay master, Bill cum Report pass master).  In 

his report he forgot an many?  The moot point in relation to our caption is that the conservation 

effort was clearly State made & Crown Sponsored. The Asiatic Society, Calcutta acted as the 

pressure group. Now, post more than a century after Plessey (c.1757) there was strong logic for 

kaleidoscopic focus of the administration towards ground India, a paradigm shift away from 

leading a well waged, liberally staffed grandiose life style with frank self-aggrandizement as 

officially vetted perks with much more un-spelt requisites being the works & duties (common in 

present India).  Force majeure was in play for all the King‟s men. Individual & VIP personage 

et.al., visits during such times were (also) neither adventures nor raredos. Historical process past 

indicates that attitudes were changing. The occupier, the intruder had settled down and in a slow 

flow manner was aligning self with native concerns as per his own taste, status, abilities and 

limitations.  

Chronologically, Odisa focus is noted with the efforts of  the Baptist missionary (Kataka) 

Mr. James Sterling (Sterling & Pegg, 1846); Statistician cum Geographer cum Civil Servant the 

versatile Mr. W W Hunter (1872-a & b); Native indologist cum Antiquarian  Rajendra Lal Mitra 

(1880);  Heritage historian James Fergusson (1891); Er. M M Ganguly (1912); Mathematician 

N.K.Bose (1932).  Others followed post India‟s independence (Acharya, 1969; Fabri, 1970 & 

Mahapatra, 1991; etc.). All these field works were state funded. Not this communication. 
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Anti-British rebellion  related (select) antecedents in domain Odisa thence were thus.  

Paika vidroha (soldier‟s rebellion) c.1817; British military officer being killed at Baranga battle; 

followed by imposition of  Martial Law  and deployment of Maj Gen Gabriel Martindale to 

Cuttack (Kataka) as the martial law administrator;  Arrest, prosecution of Chakhi Khuntia the 

popular sepoy panda (soldier‟s servitor) [Mukherjee, 1964]; Baksi Jagabandhu‟s 10yr long 

guerrilla resistance; Jihad against the East India Company c.1835-37 [Bhattacharyaa,2014];  

Followed by Surendra Sai led rebellion; British armed force clinician being killed; supreme 

sacrifice made by Chabilo Sai in the battle of Kudopali etc., [BRA,1837]; Bakshi-&-Sai‟s tactics 

were "Che" Guevara type decade plus guerrilla resistance (supporting averment).  In pan Indo-

Islamic domain the exiled Bahadur Shah Zafar (c.1775-1862) was thence writing against the 

„London Power‟ – Fig  1; Note – i   

Subsuming of India affairs by the British Crown (c.1857) was the stimulus; Lord Mayo‟s 

murder (c.1872) and the intense earth quake (c.1882) may have combined as the force majure. It 

was because of  these vary many authoritative works and events or vice versa spanning half a 

century that (all of a sudden) the otherwise sedant & leisure loving Sir Woodburn (took to speed 

in direction right) was so very immensely impressed  by the terrible state of dilapidation cum 

neglect of the massive array of near intact built heritage of erstwhile Kalinga (which he penned 

as Bengal Presidency) … he in the words of  M.H. Arnot‟s  Preface (from here)  "The restoration 

of some of the most famous Temples of Bhubaneswar owes its origin to the visit paid in 1898 by 

the then Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, the late Sir John Woodburn (thus by 1903/04 

Woodburn had demised).  Struck with their dilapidated condition, and realising to the full their 

archaeological value, he ordered estimates to be prepared for putting the four principal ones, 

namely: Brahmeswar, Rajarani, Mukteswar, and Parusurameswar into good order".  Readers are 
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to note that Sri Parasurameswar shrine is the oldest, yet it is the last in such list and that its 

earlier name was „Parasareswar‟ after the Brahman teacher „Parasuram‟ which is conspicuous by 

absence in the official transactions on such relevant datum.    

Arnott’s  Report 

Transcription on the Parasuramesvara Temple (misprint and all, as it is in the original) 

Părūsrāmēsvăr Temple. This Temple is peculiar, in that the “Jăgămōhăn” is not of the usual 

shape, but consists of an octagonal structure having a sloping roof of large slabs of stone 6 feet in 

length. On top of this is a clere-story, also with a sloping roof of stone slabs, placed side by side, 

4 feet in length, bearing at their upper ends horizontal stones 6 feet long, which roof in the 

middle portion of the chamber. The Temple was in an extremely bad state of repair, and as it is 

one of the oldest, its restoration was essential. As regards the “Dēŭl” the damage was occasioned 

by unequal settlement, the North and South sides being especially bad, the stones being cracked 

and the joints gaping. To the “Jăgămōhăn,” the state of disrepair was due, in great part, to a large 

Mango tree, growing in the North-West corner, which had simply upheaved and cracked many of 

the stones (Ref-11b). The South and West sides were also disturbed and out of plumb. Many of 

the roof stones had fallen down and some of the others were out of place. The monolithic pillars 

inside, supporting the roof, had broken up, and a portion of the lintel at the entrance to the 

“Dēŭl,” and its Northern support, were badly cracked. In addition, the South and West 

“Răhăpăgăs” of the “Dēŭl” were detached from the main structure and its North-East corner had 

fallen down. Photograph 24 shows the state of the Temple prior to the repairs (See Fig-1). The 

restoration executed was as follows:- 

To the ―Dēŭl‖:- 
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The whole of the North and South portions were dismantled and rebuilt with old and new 

stones. On the East, all the “Chhăpră” was taken down and reconstructed, the available material 

being used, the scroll work on the North east corner being followed. On the West, half of the 

“Chhăpră” was rebuilt, new stones being given where necessary. The “Răhăpăgă” in all cases 

was made to bond into the “Deul” proper. The “Bēkī,” “Ămlă” and “Khăpūrī” were also 

dismantled and reconstructed with old and new material. The “Kălăs” is entirely new. 

To the ―Jăgămōhăn‖:- 

This was found in such a dilapidated state that it had to be entirely rebuilt. Occasion was 

taken to dig down to bed-rock and to build the foundations on it so as to prevent all further 

settlement. The Mango tree was cut down and its roots taken out. Not many new stones were 

used in the walls but a great many in the roof. The Compound was cleared of all jungle and a low 

random rubble wall built all-round the Temple. Note : laterite wall around not seen in the 

images.  

All the monolithic pillars in the interior, supporting the roof, three on each side, were 

replaced by new pillars not monolithic, but of the same shape. The cracked portion of the lintel, 

leading to the “Dēŭl,” was replaced, and also the Northern pillar supporting it. Photographs, 

Numbers 25, 26, 27 and 28 show the exterior of the Temple as restored (Photo No. 28).  

The repairs entailed an expenditure of  Rs. 3465 (thence also known as „Taaka‟; 

supporting info).Arnott, it seems was elected to the Asiatic Society of Bengal, at Calcutta 

(conjecture). His report is also available at http://www.archive.org/details/proceedingsofasi1904asia 

 

http://www.archive.org/details/proceedingsofasi1904asia
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"Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal"  January - December, 1904, Digitized by the 

Internet Archive in 2011 with funding from  California Academy of  Sciences Library; and also 

Calcutta Gazette (1898).  

NOTE:  The above copy was Received with thanks & profound regards from Prof. PNL 

James, Cambridge. UK. vide e.mail dt 27-6-2017, and 2 photographs on dt.21-2-18. 

Reproduced as copy-paste  

Discussion  ( Arnott‟s  Report) 

The details of the damage in situ are well articulated. Done, as do engineers. He has used 

the technical terms as were used by the sthapatis (traditional engineers).  He even conserves the 

phonetics by using diacritical marks. The distinction between khapuri (cranum i.e., circular load 

stone) and chappara (the curvilinear region below it) is not indicated as if it is well known (see 

Deula section).  Arnott‟s photographs are that of post removal of the engulfing flora (compare 

with Ganguly, 1912). The main spire was on the threshold of a fall (variedly out of plum), with 

gaps due to lysed and fallen stone members and yawning gaps due to alteration of  the lines of 

the thrusts.  The south sidereal deity (dakshin parswadevata i.e., Sri Ganesa, Fig-1) is seen 

befallen on his face. It remains till date as „face damaged‟ due such fall (a century post 

restoration). The head first fall indicates the mechanics of „bulk mass modulus‟ coming into play 

during tumble in the case of Ganesa icons, even seated postures (Bhattacharya,2009).  It is not 

the case with other forms & formats (Bhattacharya,2008; Bhattacharya,et.al.,2015, ).  The asta-

devata jharakhas (octa divinity windows) was vacant even on datum 1903.  A portion of the 

Vimana (ariel portion alias the spire) is seen as black.  It is a mono or a few overlaying coats of 

lichens. This malady is native to torrid-tropical latitudes and plagues this very structure and all 

others in the region to this date. The corner look out lions alias the Dikpalas i.e., direction 

Fig-3 
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maintainers (Bhattacharya, 2012) are missing, and the report is silent about these „dikpalas‟ 

(original or new mint ?).  The phone vimana (NASA, 2009) is absent, instead chhăpră is noted. 

Thus the new mint issue is open to learned scrutiny.  How-much, how far, based on what 

remnants of the original if any may be gathered from the full array of the photo data bank (due). 

There is also little to nothing of engineering notes and or architectural drawings. Haste and or 

speed certainly posits as an option for consideration.  

As per the internal evidences in the report only the spire‟s upper portion was almost taken 

apart and re-assembled; while the raha paga (buttress columns) on all the sides were re-hewn 

into the walls. It is a commendable piece of work done for originality was maintained by an 

engineer – indicates his profound sense of heritage value of the original as the archaeology. Such 

efforts laid the foundations of India conservation story for ensuing century.     

The market labour and commodity exchange value of Rs.3465 as on 2018 works to 

around 350000=00 rupees (1: 100). The government of India (if supplanted) could never have 

done such extensive works and that to within 2 years.  Since simultaneous works were on in 3 

local sites (possibly even Konarak) it may have led to economies of scale – something missing in 

the Trader-Agent era?  The Jewel in the crown was experiencing a loosening purse. Time was 

precious. More affinity for the majority had to be demonstrated clearly. No Muslim shrines were 

conserved. Only Hindu, Britain was under stress. It was not the hour for style statements; 

posturing; portraits or fund repatriations.  

Arnott was a Graduate civil engineer? We would like to know more about him.  So very 

little is spelt about him.  He comes out to us as an enigma, well focused and stern about out-

come results & time lines.  And as a past master in structural conservation, he indeed has been 

frugal in words and expansive in works.  He uses the word „jungle‘ and indicates the possible 
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first time building of the laterite wall around (by him, strenuously mentioning it as „rubble‟, see 

Fig-3 extreme right far corner).  Identical wall is noted in the vicinity around the much later 

dated shrine of  Pataleswar (Ambica temple lane) – off  Kotiteertha road– being conserved by the 

Local chapter of INTACH  in 1996-97 (this author as the Lead).  Thus even for mini wall (height 

4 feet, width 30inches) he may have had precedence or may have done extra work outside his 

official demarcate ~ buying goodwill more. However, all these aspects have not been examined 

by the critical social scholars.  Going back : Based on the done-to-dust material he has inducted 

new editions (as different from new mint/coinage or invents). He does not mention about the 

Sahasra-lingam (Bhattacharya,2012; Mukherjee & Bhattacharya,2016; Bhattacharya,2017) nor 

about the local hands/resource persons; the logistics and or texts if any. However, quite a few of 

these are mentioned in the transactions vis-à-vis  the structures that Engineer Mr. Arnott 

undertook elsewhere in the vicinity. History, heritage, culture were not his priorities. His report 

was meant more for the master. However, it is very clear that his ground efforts was towards the 

engineering of the extant archaeology.  Hence, it is a case of „History of the Sciences. The 1
st
 of 

the modern era in the domain.    

Validation  :  Architecture & Engineering  Method 

Since the restoration work appears normal to the naked eye it may be fruitful to examine 

the same via known scientific/mathematical methods.  Herein below we attempt a few routes in 

tune with the known sciences as on c.1900.  This structure belongs to the well known school of 

(i) „Load Structure‟ of  construction as in modern engineering (ii)  kalingiya bakrakar rekha deul 

KBRD (intelligent curvilinear plum abodes). Therefore, plum and cordant aspects need to be 

validated as much as curvilinear aspect .  To do so.  Mathematical tools such as trigonometry and 
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geometry has been relied upon. Engineering methods of physical measurement of the height, 

width, et.al., parameters have been taken along with Plain Table for survey & drawing purposes.  

In the following we make a nascent attempt, mining material from our own peer reviewed 

published works.   

Load Structure; Plum   & Elevation Aspects 

Cordant  Formula 

It  is  necessary  to  acquaint  the reader  with  the   terms, morphology, position of 

placement  of  the  relevant  in-built elements of a KBRD on which rests  the  formula herein  

enunciated. They are [ a ] ayudha, [ b ] khapuri anla, [ c ] dikpal,  [ d ] sesa bhumi anla  and [ e ]  

raha paga . Ayudha means „pinnacle signature \ insignia‟.  Ayudha ( Ay ) is noted on temple‟s 

top, below this is Khapuri anal (Ka)  (‗chappara‘ as in Arnott‟s report)  which means  „cranium 

rib‟, below this is dikpala which means „maintainer of direction‟. Dikpalas  are also known as 

jodisingha which means  „jointed lion‟, they are placed at four corners below the Ka, the lions 

look out into the horizon (note -iii). A series of  five bhumi anla are noted along the vertical 

plane on the koni paga which means „elevation rib‟ & „corner arraignment‟ respectively. Sesa 

bhumi anla  means  the „last zone of elevation‟. Ka & Ba  have  ribs (note- iv ). The raha paga 

projects out of the spire‟s side wall tapering at top, it means „buttress arrangement‟, it is an 

engineering item that counters the horizontal component of the thrust. Fig. 1 is that of the front 

elevation of Sri Parasurameswar temple dt. to c.650A.D., which also is the best extant 

(specimen) of the earliest KBRD cognate  group on sub-continental basis.  This study is limited 

to only the vimanas i.e. the deulas (spires) of Sri Parasurameswar, Siddheswar, Lingaraj and 

Jagannath.  The narration is limited to Sri Parasurameswar – in tune with the caption.  
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CF1a 

        Field  study  reveals  that KBRD  in situ presents    unique  angular  positions  to  the  

beholder  when  the  pinnacle is  visualised by naked eye from base. This allows  plotting  of four 

exclusive reference  points  on  base off each corner when  the line of  vision runs  from base to 

top along  the central rib of  any one of the  sesa  bhumi anla - the nose tip of dikpala -  one  rib 

of the  Ka  into the Ay i.e. A1, S1, D1, K1, Y  and  B1, S2, K2, Y are  cordant [F-6].  In   spires 

of post 9
th

 AD only three of the four elements are apparent to the beholder (more curved). Since  

S  &  D series are available only at the corners (of any KBRD), four corner positions are arrived 

at on base located diagonal to koni paga in KBRDs.  The  separation  between  any two  such  

position  is  the  measure  of  the  deula‘s  elevation. This methodology holds good for any  

KBRD  of any historical period including Sri Lingaraj temple and Sri Jagannath Temple. It is 

termed as  cordant  formula   CF1a.   

CF1b 

When viewers position is tangent and centrally located to any of the raha paga, a  

position  C   is  obtained  on  base  when  the  Ay  is  visualized  along the  top  curvature of the 

khapuri in line with the paired rib of the Ka.   In any KBRD the paired ribs on any side also  

marks the vertical mid line of the side wall  which is also the mid line of the raha paga .  The 

position where such vertical mid line touches base is marked as  E. The  measure  between  E  

and  C   equals  deula‘s  elevation and is identical to the measure obtained as per CF1a - Fig 6 -9.   

Since this  scheme holds good for KBRDs  of  all historical periods it is termed as  CF 1b.  The   

base of  the KBRD is  inscribed within the square   of CF1a  which in turn is inscribed within the 

planispheric outline of CF1b. All   have  differing  geometry  and  offer  spatial ratio  . CF1a & 

CF1b are not noted in non KBRDs .     

F - 3 

F – 7 
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Elevation    Validation 

The elevation  of Parasurameswar spire was  physically measured  using  tape along a 

erect pole (central line F.8). Curvilinear outline was calculated using standard mathematical 

formula and also physically along the spire‟s curvature. The results conform to findings as in 

CF1a & CF1b.  Table-Ia gives the details.  

                                Table –1a 

Name of      Y = Height       X=distance     tan θ     θ in 

element      from ground   from center    =Y/X   degrees 

        in inches       in inches   

Bada              168       120                  1.4   54.46 

1st  Bhumi 234         “                  1.95   62.85 

2nd Bhumi 289         “                  2.4   67.45 

3rd Bhumi 341         “                    2.84   70.61 

4th Bhumi 387         “                  3.23   72.77 

5th Bhumi 429         “                  3.57   74.37 

Note : The symbol θ represents „theta‟ as in mathematics. 

Discussion  (T-1a) 

[ a ] Elevation up to the 5th bhumi = 429 inches; [ b ] 5th bhumi upto ayudha = 96 

the 

order 20
0
, which is also the value of the local latitude. 
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Thematic   Archaeometry 

By using in-built elements of  built archaeology to  determine  the elevation of  the very 

same archaeological member (sub theme-4), we  get  geometric patterns  as   in Fig 6-9. If  we  

change  the theme (viewer‟s position based perspective), entirely different set  of  geometric 

patterns  are generated, which precludes that alternative themes are possible.  Since in-built 

elements of  built archaeology  are useable on thematic  basis to generate a wide spectrum of 

metrical geometry. We  term  this   neo  domain  as  archaeometry (geometry fuzzed from 

archaeology).    

Fig  6, 8 & 9 are schematic  presentation of  such  thematic  archaeometry.  Y and H is  

Ay. K1 and K2 are two designate ribs of the Ka.  D1 and D2 are the nose  tips  of  the  dikpala.  

S1 and S2 are the   central ribs  of  the sesa bhumi.  C-A-R-B marks the base.  A & B  mark 

viewer‟s  position off any corner  as per  CF1a. C marks viewer‟s position tangent to  the  mid  

point of  the  raha paga  off base R as per CF1b.  C1, A1 &  B1= 66  inches (avg. Indian height).  

C H (Fig.9) is  gross elevation of 44 feet determined  by pole & tape method.  AB (Fig.6) = 44 

feet.    EY of Fig.6= CH of Fig.9 = 44 feet as determined  by pole & tape method.  The Kalingiya 

cordant formula ( KCF ) then  is  CH = AB = CR . Peerless.  

Fractal  Aspect 

  The Khapuri-Anla (Ka) being  a circular device offers to the beholder 360
0
 view front. In 

the case of  Parasurameswar & Lingaraj the Ka have 88 and 64 ribs respectively. If  each rib be 

taken as an point of reference  for aligning the line of vision, a circle of 360
0
  radian is arrived at 

a radial distance where the hypotenuse (line of vision) meets the base (ground). Each such point 

on the radial outline marks  the horizontal extension of the vertical measured from spire‟s outer 
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base „R‟ forming a right angled   triangle, the vertical of which coincides with the bindu  (center 

point) of the enshrined lingam which is positioned at the center of the garbha gruha   (womb 

room) and the crowning ayudha (on temple top).  This makes a imaginary vertical  EY  or EH.  

Infinite number of right angled triangles can be drawn with one common vertical  coinciding 

with (central) EY\EH line.  We know that a pair of opposite triangles form a cone. Hence 

imaginary  cones having differing grids can then be schematically  drawn with the KBRD 

enmeshed  at its center . Similarly infinite number of triangles can be drawn enmeshed within 

each triangle that are aligned in a circular format. The enmeshed  triangles individually and in 

groups describe elevations of  various strata of the deula, that generate  fractals that are different 

from Sierpinski‟s [Trivedi,1989; Bhattacharya,2006].  KBRD presents a unique concept of 

fractal  hitherto unreported in built archaeology world wide. It also makes an  imaginary wheel 

with innumerable spokes with the (KBRD) spire as its ornate axel.  Since the structure is 

curvilinear the measure along the curvature equals the measure of the hypotenuse. Therefore the 

hypotenuse (AY,BY & CY in Fig.6 and CH in Fig.9) is also the relative height/measure of the 

outline of the spire. Such methodology simultaneously  allows application of any unit of 

measure. Fig 6-9 schematically presents such thematic archaeometry  which holds  good  for  all 

KBRDs  (note - v ).  

Curvilinear  (Bakrakar) Aspects 

In our earlier communications the terms KBRD and Ba were used for Kalingiya bakrakar 

rekha deul and bhumi anlas respectively in researching elevation and fractal aspect of opaque 

structures from outside
 
[Bhattacharya, 2006 & 2015]; while others seemed not to have broached.  

The term KBRD is used herein to study astro-navigational aspects in ancient India and the 
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monument is treated as a model of ancient observatory. The transliteration of bhumi in Sanskrit 

and in Oriya lingua is 'earth' and as 'base' in geometry. In architecture it means, reading zone or 

plane. KBRDs are historical members.  The term  Kalingiya is used to qualify that which can be 

related to Kalinga on historical time scale & geographical delineation.  Ba is a stone member of 

abstract architecture having no relation with religion, socio-culture, sovereignty or dynasty. The 

ribs and the niches on a temple sikhara are alike  the  ribs  on  the  cranium, which is   also 

known as khapuri anla. In Odia lingua the term anla  denotes the medicinal fruit  Phyllanthus 

emblica officinialis garten. Ribs on the body of this element is much alike the anla fruit, whereas 

it marks a bhumi. It is therefore called  Ba.   Each bhumi is delineated  by a set of four Bas. 

Parasurameswar‟s spire  is dated to 650 AD [Panigrahi,1961; Panda,1999 ]. There being no 

earlier datable man made  load structure of curvilinear architecture having Bas [Brown,1959], 

the Parasurameswar shrine is the best preserved structure of the earliest cognate group (by ASI), 

which is why, we have selected it as our candidate ( note – vi ).  

Standard astronomical specification for location of celestial  bodies use the local vertical 

hemisphere of the sky as frame of reference for coordinates [Smart,1947].  The coordinates being 

( i ) altitude and ( ii ) azimuth.   Ba is used to bring out these two cordinates to trace and track 

astral  bodies. In place of the local hemisphere Ba uses the  corner hemisphere as frame of 

reference. Corner frames viz : asanya; vayoo; Nayeritya; agni.  

Viewer‘s   Position 

Since the horizon is not visible from base level due to vegetation and ground level optical 

aberration,  the bada (lintel) is taken as the level of horizon.  The line(s) of vision are as in Fig. 6 

& 9. The viewer has to take positions (i), (ii), (iii) or (iv) as in Fig. 11 and 12. This is because the 
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height of a average person is 66”.  When a viewer stands at 168”, his line of vision forms the 

hypotenuse  with the base point at 234” away from the base (forming a right angled triangle). A 

perimeter of 168” (at normal human height) or 234” (at ground level) outside the base line of the 

respective side walls marks the viewing perimeter. The 1
st
 bhumi is of higher significance  for 

azimuth readings.  All the 5 bhumis have equal significance in altitude readings. Since a crude 

exercise in  naked eye positional astronomy is envisaged, the entire structure along with the 

viewer‟s zone i.e. the perimeter of 234”
 
is taken as the Bindu-Ayudha Vertical (BAV) and as the 

zenithal pointer.  BAV and bindu are therefore one and the same. It is taken as the vertical for 

altitude (Al) and azimuth (Az) readings [ Fig. 11 & 12]. The angular values derived at every 

KBRD site are similar. During ascendance phase, the star will be to the east of the structure and 

the viewer has to position self  to the south of the structure and vice versa.    

  Altitude  Aspect 

The   spire has five bhumis, each  bhumi  has  a set of 4  anlas, which  totals  to  5  x 4 = 

20 Bas.   Each bhumi  marks the vertical offset of the curvilinear  outline while the distance 

between bhumis  reduce in geometric  progression with gain in elevation Table – Ia.  Of a 

circular cross section the Ba‘s inner 90
0 

(¼ th) is embedded  into the koni-paga (corner buttress 

arrangement), the remaining 270
0 

(¾ th) is exposed. Each quadrant of 90
0
 span has 5 ribs 

including the embedded quadrant. 4 ribs mark the four cardinal direction (5x4+4=24). Of the 24 

ribs, 17 ribs project out i.e. a  Ba covers 270
0
 at a span of 15

0 
per rib Fig 10a & 10b.  The 3

rd
 rib 

is the mid of every quadrant.  

The koni-paga is another gem of an engineering in countering the combined horizontal 

component and also is load bearing inward curved stilt of load structure whence the artifact be a 
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3-D polygon in vertical form & ultra heavy. The major component of the combined stress cum 

thrust (mono + poly axial) arising out of the mastaka (head portion)‟s  coping stone arraignment. 

Fractalises cum vectors the load and more the stress in circular manner within the framework 

while it tapers & leans towards the central line = cancellation while the residual gravity is 

projected onto the central line of the centre of gravity (Fig-8) in variably angled manner (more 

acute in the lower bhumis than the upper) = downward displacement (@ {near}Fibonacci) along 

the line of centre of gravity (most part being slung in air – inside garbha gruha) towards the 

centre point (Siva linga) at base  = uncenation on opposite koni pagas via imaginary lines = 

offsetting some load from the raha pagas = structural stability. Rare. Gem.                    

[  note – vii  ] 

With  reference to Fig. 8 & 11, which is drawn out of actual observation, it may be noted 

that the viewer‟s line of position, the structure‟s base line, the bada , every bhumi and the 

cranium‟s base are all parallel to the plane of the horizon.  The bada is located at an elevation of 

168”.  Taking the average height of a viewer at  66” , standing at bindu, for the bada we  arrive  

at a view point of 55
0 

angle.  The 1
st
  bhumi is at  a  elevation of  234 ” at an angle of 63

0
,  

successive  bhumis are at 289” - 67
0
,  341” - 70

0
,  387 ”- 73

0
,  429 ” - 75

0   
respectively, Table – 

Ib.   

Table –Ib 

  (conversion of modern unit of measures into ancient anguli & kathi) 

 

Name            X          Y          tan θ         θ in             K 

                                              =Y/X        D            =Y/16” 
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Bada        120      168       1.4         54.4623       10.5 

1st  Bhumi    117.5   234       1.991     63.3314       14.6 

2nd Bhumi    115      289       2.513     68.3            18.00 

3rd Bhumi     113      341       3.017    71.662         21.31 

4th Bhumi     105      387       3.685    74.817         24.18 

5th Bhumi       96      429       4.46      77.362         26.81 

B,  A  & Ay       0       528       inf.       90.00           33.00 

Index : 

Ne = Name  of  Elements . 

X   = Horizontal distance from the BAV.   

Y   = Height  from ground in inches . 

D   = Degrees . 

K   = Kathi  ; 1 K =  24 angulas  or 16 inches ( see note – viii ).  

B ; A  & Ay =Beki ; Anla & Ayudha  ( neck ; cranium & insignia ).    

In altitude (Al) determination, longitudes come into play.  In  Nirayana  system, 

longitude measurements are made with respect to  star Revati Pisicum),[Shukla,1976].
  
Revati 

signifies the zenith.  Zenithal observation require a vertical reference. The structure has a 

bakrakar  outline and points to the zenith. The zenith is visible from within the viewing 

perimeter.  The structure acts as the vertical. In respect to Table – I, the  5 Bas have fixed strata  

of  known  angular elevation in relation to  bindu  i.e. the spire.  Morphology and placement of  

the Bas  on the bakrakar  outline allows  extension of  lines of sight along each of the Bas into 

the infinite space around.  5 fixed  celestial strata (domains) can then be drawn as 5 (structure  
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centric) parabolic zones covering the visible span of the sky.  Each  one represents a Al zone. 

This is of  much practical use in  naked eye positional astronomy.  It allows naked eye alignment 

and instantly yields the Al of the aligned  astral  member.  Fig.11  schematically  presents this 

concept. Astrals (twinkling bodies) that are aligned with the local latitude attain the mastaka 

position, which is the highest Al.  In relation to the orientation of  the structure , it is observed 

that during the summer equinox, few astrals attain  respective highest Al pre the transit across the 

local longitude alignment ( i.e. the north-south base line of the structure).  This  suggests that  the  

structure is  not aligned with the pole(s). Al and of  these astrals are  also  determinable  with this 

unique koni (corner ) scheme.   

  Azimuth  Aspect 

    Ribs of all the Bas are repetitive arcs and are cordant (Fig.7 & 10a).  Since the bhumis are 

set at a reducing geometric progression (Table – Ia),and the ribs of the Bas deviate at 15
0
  angle 

(Fig.10b), it allows projection of (another set) of lines of view to form a imaginary celestial grid 

at 15
0
 spacing, enmeshing the structure.  It is zenithal in projection.  The  cross section of  the  

Bas  also  reduce with gain in bhumi.  It creates the longitudes.  The 1
st
 bhumi is the lowest and is 

of practical use in naked eye observations for Az readings.  It is not convenient to visually align 

astrals in the 30
0
  arc zone from the horizon on either side.  When a viewer stands on the south 

side of the structure, the azimuthal (Az) arc of the northern sky can be visualized using only 4 

ribs (Fig. 12). This works out to 15
0
  x 4 = 60

0
 on either side of the viewer or 120

0
 of azimuthal 

arc span. Beyond 60 
0
 (i.e. sp-v, Fig.12) the viewer has to use a corresponding  Ba  on the 

opposite koni paga. He has to shift his position in reverse order as  shown in Fig. 3b.  Counting 

clock wise (from the north), of the 17 exposed ribs of the Ba, the 3
rd

 and the 9
th

 mark out Aisanya 

and Agni corners. The 6
th

, and the 12
th

 ribs mark the east and the south respectively. The 
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structure‟s wall marks the west and the north.   Az of  the astrals  that  attain  respective  Al  pre  

the local longitude transit,  is  also determinable, continuously. 

In reference to Fig. 12 sp-ii  is  a star located in the north eastern direction, that during diurnal 

transit becomes visually aligned with the 3
rd

 rib.  This marks the Aisanya position. It is the most 

convenient point of  alignment. All stars in line with it and  around are in the quadrant aisanya.  

sp-iii  and  sp-iv  marks and the theoretical alignment points with the ribs of the Ba and their 

transit through the arc zone of aisanya. 

Fig. 10 -12 figure series may be studied conjointly for topical appreciation.  On 

acquisition of skill this methodology enables quick determination of Az and does not require  

knowledge about geographical and astronomical domains (i.e. latitudes & longitudes). In contrast 

to modern system (magnetic pole based direction computation) the Ba  scheme  envisages  

corner oriented direction computing, which is why, these are located on  the koni paga.   This 

Siddhanta (etablised/proven).  Simultaneous  alignment  from  4 corners yields good global 

positioning, and a grid lock methodology which is in tune with poly positioned astral transit time 

unit(s).  This is not location specific.  This can be used anywhere.  As per siddhanta, agni (SE), 

nairtya (NE), vayu (NW), and aisanya   (SW), are the four corners. The Bas mark the same on a 

KBRD. The scheme therefore is very unique and predates all other hitherto known school(s) of 

direction computation. This Kalingiya system is consonant with  ancient Indian thought  as 

expressed in  literature, tradition, lore and practice.  This indeed is Vedic vigyaan (plural 

sciences). 

In our candidate monument, the ribs of the Bas of all the bhumis are horizontally oriented 

and point towards the azimuth.  Fig. 10a is  that of the series from aisanya koni paga of the 

Mukteswar monument. It was built some 200 yrs. Post Parasuraameswar and is located 200 
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meters to the east of  Parasurameswar.  At Mukteswar the bada is horizontally fixed, while the 

1
st
  to the 5

th
 bhumi(s) have a upward inclination.  This  points in the direction of evolution in the 

art aesthetics; architecture, engineering and its application value in relation to direction 

computation involving the space. Archaeologically this is evidence of  a evolutionary series.  All 

these reinforces  our  theory.  

 Announcing  the  Position  of  a  Star and  the Octagon 

The corners offer the least width and are ideal for naked eye positional alignment.  Vis-à-

vis a KBRD, a star‟s  position is determined by naked eye alignment with corner Bas in relation 

to its ribs and elevation.  In high seas and in the unknown, initial positioning is done by 

mentioning „right‟ or „left‟ of the astral rising quarter or the pre-determined identity.  In 

reference to Fig. 2 & 10b, the 3
rd

 rib of every quadrant marks a corner.  The 3
rd

 rib to the left  or  

to  the  right  of  such  (mid) rib, marks  a  cardinal  direction.  In the case of the north-east 

quadrant, sp-i  is a star‟s position 3 ribs to the right of the mid rib. It is also in line with the 

structure‟s base line.  It points out the direction purba (east) i.e. a cardinal direction.   sp-v  is a 

star‟s  position aligned with the 3rd rib which is to the left  of  the same mid rib. It is also in line 

with the structure‟s base line and bisects the cardinal east line at 90
0
.  It points to the direction 

uttara ( north).  Between  the  two  cardinal  direction, is  the azimuthal arc zone  of  90
0 

alias 

aisanya.  It is bifurcated by  the  corner rib (3
rd

) into two equal halves of 45
0
 each. The aisanya is 

sharply pointed out by the corner rib. So also are the other corner quadrants, by respective mid 

ribs(s).  Readings  pertaining to the aisanya has  then to  be mentioned in relation to  the corner  

rib e.g.  star position  sp-ii  may  be read as only aisanya (bhumi being mentioned separately).  If 

sp-iii be aligned with the 2
nd

 bhumi, its position can then be read  as  dwitiya bhumi, prathama   

aisanya – uttare ( 67
0
 Al, 15

0
 Az, towards the north off  the north east). If sp-iv  be aligned with 
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the 3
rd

 bhumi, its position can then be read as tritiya bhumi, dwitiya  aisanya  (71
0
Al, 30

0
 Az 

towards north, off  the north east). If sp-v be aligned with the 5
th

 bhumi, its position can then be 

read  as mastake (zenith). For zenithal readings the viewer can walk up closer to the base, is  

implied.  Thus  a  unique octagonal  scheme comes into play.  The  Akas linga that forms the 

ayudha of this structure ( and many others of the cognate group) also has a octagonal section.  

This  is possibly the earliest octagonal astro-navigation [Arkasomayaji, 1980]. 

Conclusion 

Sciences  are prural and continuous.  The monument embeds many an aspect of  Vedik 

vigyaan (plural sciences) and Sanataan vigyaan (perennial sciences).  A nexus is noticeable. The 

tools of modern sciences are applicable to fuzz out and validate. Application of such multi-

disciplinary sciences indicates that the conservation work withstands scrutiny.    In c.1900, the 

locale was full with malaria, filarial, pestilence, poisonous large snakes, heat, dust, torrid-humid, 

no tenements, no toilets, no wash place, ….nothing.  It is said that “mad dogs and Englishmen go 

out into the mid-day-sun”.  In sub-continent India, pre c.1857 it was for the dough.  Post, such 

datum „deveta‟ (Hindu God) was factored in !  Hindus, the devout queued up for darshan 

(visitation) of their divine entity (devata).  They thanked the dominion power. It translated as life 

extension of the empire with add on regalia for the Union jack and a firm mast.  

In the top place it may be worth guessing that this particular  conservation  since paper 

work inception stage was focused towards the dominion state‟s heritage; it may have been also 

the first to be completed (?).  In the last place it seems that Arnott was (possibly) selected by the 

Asiatic Society.  In relation to the caption, in the first place, in independent India conservation 

effort – of this very shrine- came well post 1950 (by the ASI 5 decades after Arnott).  Even 

thereby details, drawings and efforts thereof  are so much more absent that Arnott‟s stands aloud 
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and tall.  The answer to the caption question gels in the affirmative.  M H Arnott‟s  book is 

India‟s national heritage.  It contains numerous photographs and even „pencil annotations‟. 

Copies for the scholars are a must. By the way, whatever material are with the ASI  copies of 

that & those should be put in the public domain (as alike Arnott‟s materials are accessible world 

wide).   

This transaction may merit dismissal by the disinclined as academic gymnastics which 

indeed is our frank agenda. The embedded being to transport the reader in relation to time & 

place.   Nevertheless, we have no hidden agenda nor any revisionist theory save & except the 

fact that a good scholar is an excellent prostitute;  being well prepared and ever ready to bare all; 

give the best and lay it on the high alter for intent academic glare.  The caption be the customer. 

This communication is a nascent effort and seeks to break ground and more the silence that 

shrouds the pioneer, his works and times.  The pen salutes Arnott (M.H.,).  
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 Notes : 

note – i ::  Nicobar Islands earthquake; magnitude 7.9, 31-12-1881, 01:49 UTC (7:19 IST) +  4ft 

high tsunami. Very intense & Long. Likely caused the tumbling of the remnant part of 
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the spire that Sterling had seen, sketched & published in 1846. See:  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1881_Nicobar_Islands_earthquake  

note- ii :: almost all official and\or aided compendiums have missed such Odisa genic facts.   

note- iii :: Jodisingha (jointed lion) alias dikpala  (maintainer of direction) have common head 

and a  pair of body stretched at 90
0
 to each. They look out at Aisanya, Nairitya, Agni & 

Vayu corners  of the siddhanta school, these indeed are direction markers. 

note - iv :: Khapuri  & bhumi (zone/elevation) are wholly abstract devices , have no religious , 

social or sovereign related connotation, has some art & aesthetic value, and relates 

wholly to engineering & computational sciences, not  noted in other schools of  built 

heritage. The  ribbed pattern  on Khapuri  & bhumi is  called anla  as  it  is  a look  like  

of  the  medicinal  fruit  emblica  merabolum.   

note - v :: Holds  good   for  Jagannath deula and for Kalingan rekha temples as in Karnataka & 

elsewhere in the sub-continent datable to medieval times & later. 

note - vi :: Ba  & Khapuri  anla  are  also  noted in few monuments in Karnataka , Rajasthan & 

Uttranchal, etc. These  specimens  are of much later date ( 300 – 1000 yrs post 

Parasurameswar).  

note - vii :: Image of  koni-paga  NE corner  of Mukteswar   ( 9-10
th

 AD ), here Ba is circular, 

while at Parasurameswar it is  not. Evolutionary  refinement  is  noted in  cognate 

archaeology. 

note - viii :: The Kathi is yet in use by the Odia carpenters and master craftsmen who construct 

the annual chariots of lord Lingaraja and for the trinity at Puri.  Quoting Bishen Swarup 

from Jor  of  Asiatic  Soc. Of Bengal, D. Mitra (D.G., ASI), mentions  a Kathi  of 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1881_Nicobar_Islands_earthquake
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slightly different measure that is said to have  been  used  pre 18
th

 AD : Ref - 

KONARAK ; monograph ; ASI, 5
th

 Ed, 1998, p.10.  
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Figures  

 

 

Figure 1. Bahadur Shah Zafar (the last emperor of India) in the following couplet describes her as ‘Hindustan’ (Hindu 

land). Curtsy Delhi Uni. Hist. Dept. Levitate more with note-i. 

 

 

Figure 2. British Library Board 1702.b.8".   Pre conservation  Arnott’s Photo No. 24. Fig-2. 
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Figure 3.  British Library Board 1702.b.8".  Post conservation  Arnott’s Photo No. 28. Fig-3 

 

 

Figure 4.  is that of the same shrine by this author, in multi-chrome in 2010 Post the Super cyclone of Oct 1999).  It is 

provided for topical levity. 
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Figure 5a. Gives the Book cover (Arnot,1903).          Fig-5b Gives the Inner front page (Arnot,1903). 

 

Figure 6. Parasurameswar  Temple-Bhubaneswar-c.650 A.D . 
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Figure 7. Koni paga as straight & parabolic cordant vertical series. Unique. 

 

  

Figure 8. The section at mid line; outline with elevation (bhumis being marked). 
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Figure 9. Gross elevation of 44 feet determined by pole & tape method. 

 

     

Figure 10 a-b 
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Figure 11 a-b Fig-11b is the image of the kathi that is used by traditional sthapatis. Ref . 18 (p.42). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11 a-b 


